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Core Purpose
The Maryland State Library Resource 

Center in collaboration with its partners 
provides cooperative, cost effective, 
statewide resources and services for 

Maryland libraries and their customers.

Core Values
• Accountability
• Collaboration
• Equity of Access
• Excellent Customer Service
• Expertise
• Integrity
• Neutrality
• Open Communication
• Truth

Visit
Enoch Pratt Free Library

State Library Resource Center
400 Cathedral Street
Baltimore, MD 21201

slrc.info

Comments or Questions About 
This Strategic Plan?

410-396-5429

Vision
The Maryland State Library Resource 
Center delivers relevant, high quality, 
innovative, and cost effective services to 
all Maryland libraries. 
 
SLRC is Maryland’s number one trusted 
source for credible, accessible, and reliable 
library services available to all Maryland 
libraries including public, school, academic, 
and special. Maryland residents have 
access to the information they need when 
they need it. 
 
Experts in their field, SLRC staff deliver 
top-level instruction and products based 
on the particular needs of each library in 
the state. Responsive to the needs of all 
libraries, SLRC has the best locally available 
resources and databases at very low or no 
cost and offers free access to collections 
with seamless delivery.



GOALS

Staff Development 
and Training
Through SLRC training and development 
opportunities, Maryland library personnel 
(or employees) are better able to provide 
high quality service to their customers.

• Expand training delivery options.
• Enhance the relevance of training topics.
• Increase the number of libraries served, 

with an emphasis on rural libraries.

Digital Inclusion
Through SLRC, Maryland libraries 
have access to digital resources and 
technology to achieve digital equity 
statewide.

• Enhance and improve high speed 
Internet access to rural and underserved 
areas of the state.

• Enhance the use of emerging 
technologies to deliver services to 
targeted libraries.

• Improve local bandwidth capacity 
through promoting strategic solutions for 
technical staff.

• Increase awareness and maintain 
support of local digitization efforts (Digital 
Maryland).

• Enhance training opportunities to support 
local staff to increase digital literacies in 
their communities.

Awareness
All Maryland libraries are aware of SLRC 
resources and services.

• Expand awareness geographically with 
emphasis on rural, suburban, and urban 
areas.

• Expand awareness by all types of 
libraries (special, school, academic) with 
emphasis on school libraries.

• Expand awareness of SLRC services to 
Maryland staff at all levels.


